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Four Fraternities Institute I
"Rushing in First S~mester ,

Sororities on Campus Open
'Annual Week of Rushing

a

I

q

The scholastic grind at Ursinus will be interru pted t his week by
The a nnua l sorori t y rushing season opens t oday ~th each sorority
the campus social fraternities, .w~o will hold a new first-semester
r ushing from t welve to sixteen girls. Each sorority will hold a party
III rushing season from Oct. 30 to FrIday, Nov. 3.
this week to en a ble t h e rushees to meet the present m embers of the
During this week the customary pa rties and secr et meetings will
groups.
be held for the purpose of selecting suitable ca ndida t es to fill som e
Ka ppa Delta Ka ppa is entertaining tonight at the home of Dr.
of the vacancies in the respective frats .
I
Miller. Ppi Alpha Psi is h a ving their party Tuesday evening at Mr.
Several important changes concerning the rus hing proceed ure will
Dolm a n 's home and Tau Sigma Gamma will entertain Wednesda y . at
go into- effect this year. The greatest difference is t h e fact t h at rushDr. Ha l tzell 's. Thursday evening Alpha Sigma Nu will be a t Dr.
Ing will take place each semester,
Brownback's a nd Omega Chi's
rather than just the second semparty will be Friday evening at the
ester. Freshmen will not be bid unhome of Dr. Wagner.
til the second semester. Because of
Bids will be signed Saturday,
- this year's decreased enrollment,
Nov. 4, at 9 :30 a .m. in l'oom 7 of
the maximum membership of each
Bomberger. Present members of
fraternity will be cut to 37 men ,
t he sororities are as follows :
IRC SPEAKER - Representative
e 70/0 of total male enrollment. DesKappa Delta Kappa: Marianne
John C. Kunkel , who will address
pite the two-sem.ester method of
Borkey, Janice Christian, Barbara
an open forum sponsored by the
rushing the heaVIer season is exCrawford, Jeanne Davies, Doris
- pected to be during the spring
Ursinus commemorated United IRC a t 7: 30 p.m . tomorrow in
The HOn?rable John C. Kunkel, Fite, Dorothy Garris, Molly Hall,
Bomberger
h
all.
- rushing to obtain freshmen mem- Nations Day, October 24, with a
repre~ entatl~e ~'om the 18th Cor:- Clara Hamm , Nancy Henrich, Mar1- bers.
meeting of the IRC at which Dr.
gr esslOnal DlStnct of PennsylyanIa garet Hoope}', Elaine Kerr, Marie
Under Inter-Frat Council
Eugene Miller, faculty member,
for the past twelve years, WIll be Linder, Anne Mal'zahl, Nancy MatThe rushing will be under the spoke. on . the value of that world
the ~peaker at an Open Forum terness, Dorothy Sandbeck, GwenlV1e~tmg spOnS?red by the Inter- dolyn Schaffer, Dorothy Shirtz,
t, supervision of the Inter-Fraternity organIZa~lOn .
.
Dr. MIller pomted out that the
e council. This group, headed by
natIOnal RelatIOns Club tomorrow Margaret Simcox Elaine Woodevening at 7: 30 p.m. in Bomberger worth .
'
y steve Muench, consists of the UN has perhaps. alIeady averted
t president and an elected delegate ~ar on the Ber~m blockade ques.chapel.
.
.
Alpha Sigma Nu: Sheila Armx from each of the five fraternities. tlOn alone. The ISSue of the blockThe InternatlOnal .Relations club strong, Ruth Andes, Dorothy DetThe Men's Student council ap- secured Repres~ntatlve Kunkel as weiler Dorothy Dietrich Marjorie
The council has assigned nights I ade was settled as a result of inproved
the
proposed
intra-dorm
for the respective parties at which formal contacts and talks of the
spe ~ker early thIS summer and then Fretz, ' Joanne HeCkman', Carolyn
government and meted out punish- le.amed that Mr. Kun~el was plan- Herber, Jacqueline Jordan , Esther
the prospects will be observed and delegates at Lake success: Th~
later voted on. On Monday Nov. succeeded by sheer publlc opmlOn ment to participants in a recent nmg a two mont~ t1'lP to Europe Knoebel, Kay Loman, Sonia Mare 6, those men who were invited to alone in forcing Ru?Sia to withdraw water fight at its meeting Monday and w?u~d ret~rn Just two days be- cussen, Marilyn Jean Miller, Jane
night in the Library.
fore hIS speakmg engagement here. Perreten, Ann Royer, Marjorie
o the various parties are requested from Iran an~ SYl'la.
The Council adopted the intrad to report to the library either to be
Several outsIde agreements causIn that manner, t~e IR.C. secured Sellick, Norma Titus, Sara Weirich,
given acceptance ballots to sign or ed by the cold war almost wrote an dorm program as a whole, and then not onlr an outstandmg CItizen and Nancy Wiseman Patricia WOOd.
'
- to be turned down.
obituary of the United Nations 01'- announced that individual portions Repubhcan Congressman, but also
Phi Alpha Psi: Laura Bechtle,
The meetings will be held as ganization. The Chinese questi?n of the projected plan would be an experienced traveler with two
- follows: Monday, Alpha Phi EPsi- l led . to UN boycott by the SOVI~t open for revision at the next meet- months' observation of recent Eur- Jean Bohner, Louise Borneman,
Sue Boyd, Jeanne Careless, BarS Ion; Tuesday, Sigma Rho Lambda; UnIon; howe~er, as a result of thIS ing, to be held at 7: 15 tonight in opean conditions behind him.
Entered Congress in 1939
bara Dawson, Lois Ehlman, Joan
Wednesday, Delta Mu Sigma and boycott ~u.ssla could not veto the the Library.
.
,
Farquhar, Ma~ Lou Henry, Ra(Continued on page Il)
final deClSlOn of the UN on the
After this meeting the program
~l.
.~unkel,
a
graduate
of
Yale
mona
Keesey, Jacqueline Keller,
Korean situation.
will be put into the form of an
amendment to the Council consti- UnIVerSIty ~nd the H~rva;d Law Joanne Kuehn, Jean Leety, Shirley
U.S. Needs Organization
~hool, enter~d upon hIS i?-rst term MacKinnon, Adele Michels, Mary
Dr. Miller said that even though tution, and will be presented to m Congress m 1939, ~avmg. b~en Morgan, Marjorie Paynter, Jean
the
entire
men's
student
body
for
the United states is the greatest
el.ected by a 14,000-voLe m.aJor~ty. Rinear, Gerry Roughton, Marjorie
s
country in the world and also the discussion and approval or disap- Smce then he ~as ~een Iunnmg Taylor, Ruth Wilson Magaziner,
proval.
richest, it- is not big enough to
well . ahe~d of hIS tlcket at .each Mary Yost Grace Nesbitt.
Also Acts Judicially
electlOn m the 18th CongresslOnal
handle all the world problems;
'
(Conlinu('d on p age C)
Besides discussion and voting on District, comprising Dauphin, LebOmega Chi: Phyllis Baumann,
Wilford King, prominent English
the intra-dorm program the Coun- anon and Cumberland counties. In Lois Brown, Marjorie Donaldson,
Polly French,
economist and editor of the Britcil , acting in its judicial capacity, 1946 he reached his peak with a Eleanore Dunn,
lsh monthly, "The Banker," will i
0
also heard and passed judgment 43,000-vote majority, the greatest Louise Granniss, Jane Hartzel,
(Continued on page 6)
Marie Jansen, Lois Johnson, Dodiscuss the .topic "England's Econ- I
on a watel'-fight that took place
lores Meyers, Marilyn Jeanne Milomy- since 1945" at the forum to
recently in Derr.
be held in Bomberger hall Nov. 6
Intra-dorm government is a new
ler, Patricia Richardson, Mary
Schoenly, Ruth Sharp, Effie SiegAvast m'hearties! Hoist anchor venture at Ursinus . Under the
at 8:00 p.m.
fried Lillian Skiba, Marguerite
A decisive year in British econ- , and set sail for the T-G gym this proposed plan each major dorm
(Continued on page 6)
omy was 1945, since it was in Friday evening where a night of would send two representatives,
that year that the Labor govern- fun and frolic awaits you at the and each minor dorm of ten men
ment was elected to office and the Juniors' Shipwreck Ball.
or less would send one representaFive groups were' set up by the
program of socialization got under
Following the title theme, the tive to an Intra-Dormitory council. newly-formed Red Cross unit at its
way with the nationalization of the order of the evening will be very
This council would regulate dorm- meeting last Thursday night in
Bank of England.
I informal attire - beachcombers itory life. All violations of dorm Bomberger hall.
This is Mr. King's first visit to should feel right at home. Life pre- rules would be tried by this quasiThe following temporary division
the United states, and he is sur- I servers will be provided for all judicial body, which would have chairmen were appointed: Water
veying the various phases of Am- landlubbers and the galley will be full power to punish all offenders, Safety, Bill Braun '51, Leonard NisAlways remember that nature is
erican economy. His past experi- open with chow for one and all. this power being very similar to enbaum '53 and Jay Kern '54; Comence inclUdes work on the Lend- Castaways will dance to the mellow the power the Student Council munications, Marcti~ Simmendinger still the best doctor, Dr. John H.
Lease program and the dollar econ- music of Charles Benet and his IJossesses. In fact, the Intra-Dorm '53 and Mary Anlf'Simmendinger Dugger, director of obstetrics and
omy of Britain. Mr. King is also orchestra.
Council will serve as a student's '53; Bloodtyping, Joanne Sherr '53 gynecology at Jefferson hospital,
An energetic decoration commit- court, trying aU stUdent bl'each-of- and Mary Jane Allen '54; First Aid, Philadelphia, said to a large audithe author of "The History of the
English Discount Market."
tee h~ded by Marie Jansen and peace cases. The Student Council Joe Gross '51, Fl'ances Rose '52, ence in S12 Tuesday at the PreThis forum should be of particu- Tom Shaw predicts the emergence would hear only reviews and ap- Jeanne Loveland '53 and Marna Med society's first meeting of the
lar interest to business adminis- of a desert island complete with peals.
Feldt '53; Publicity, George Bur- year.
After presenting a film and lectration majors, since a clear in- "cannibal"-istic atmosphere and
To Serve Dual Purpose
chill '51 and Sally Canan '53.
light into the British program of the derelict itself. The evening's
The creation of an Intra-Dorm
Dr. Heilemann is the faculty ad- ture illustrating "Caesarean Birth,"
SOcialization will be presented by entertainment is under the capable Council will serve a two-fold pur- visor for the unit. George Burchill Dr. Dugger pointed out that his
a noted economist.
direction of Mary Jo Lucas and pose. First, it will lessen the is acting as temporary chairman knowledge was an accumulation of
all that had been learned down
Norm Cohen, who have promised a amount of judiciary work the Men's and he presided at the meeting.
OMWAKE GOES TO VIRGINIA full and varied program. Admission Student council will have to do
Anyone wishing to join the unit through the years, and which had
charge will be seventy-five cents per thus leaving more time ·for con~ should watch the Weekly calendar been handed down to him by his
Stanley Omwake, who has been
couple. Grab ~ shipmate and cas~ I sideration by the council of more ~nd bulletin board for future meet- teachers.
assistant treasurer of Ursinus Gol- off
Dr. Dugger, a graduate of Jefferthe ShIpwreck Ball - Bah important tasks concerning the mgs. Freshmen and sophomores
lege for a number of years, has re- Hai for
was never like this!
I
(Continued on page 6)
I are especially invited.
son Medical school, is a member of
Unqulshed his duties on the local
the staff of Jefferson and Episcopa.l
campus to begin work as the
hospitals and a member of the Amof Sweetbriar College,
erican Board of Obstetrics and
lit'W,eetllrlsLr. Virginia. Last week the
Gynecology. He is well-known In
~eJ~arltfiumt heads and administrathe medical world for this work, in
" Ul'SimlS' Pre-Legal society sponof the college gave a
which he is responsible for the
sored a political rally last Wednesbanquet in his horior.
birth of approximately 120 c~ildren
clay with outstanding representaa month.
tives of the two major parties as
He also presented a tllm sponsorfeatured speakers on domestic and
ed by the American Cancer society
~e seventeenth annual booster
fOI i'~n problems. Mrs. Lois Forer,
on breast cancer.
of the Perkiomen Valley
Democratic candidate for the State
Pete LeRoy '51 presided over the
sennte from MontgomeTY County
's association was held I
meeting.
strcssecl the need for a two party
in the Thompson-Gay I
system as the basis of a Democratic
YOST TO PRESENT READING
goveTllln "n t.
~lClpl8.tling in the program
Moll, of Norristown,
Citizens Must Work
Dr. Calvin D. Yost, Jr., will read
.. rO,I'PRtAI' for this district; Disselections from Robert Frost in the
I
Corirud Moffett,
Philadelphia ,
PrJotectc.r Ambrose Gerfaculty room of the LIbrary at 7
I lawyer and Republican president of '
Rnntipl'f'ron; and Harry Z.
p.m. Tuesday.
I the Commission of Upper Moreland
.II0lrr1l!Ito,wn, tlsh warden.
The program is the second in a
: township, stated that citizens must
series of English literature readi work for the type of government
~q!UERADEPOSTPONED
ings to be presented by members
they want and that action of officeI holders should be brought into the
of the English department.
Class Halloween MasMr. Geoffrey Dolman read Han' open for scrutiny. Intelligent votel' lIchl!duled to be held Satson Baldwin's "The Sinking of the
ing based on facts will insure the
28, in the ThompTitanic," a descriptive' journalistic
desired type of democratic governaslum, was postponessay, in the first program on Octment.
the prospects of a
Conrad Motlett
(Continul'd on page 6)
ober 17.
Mrs. Lois Forer

~
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IRC to Sponsor
John C. Kunkel
At Open Forum

Dr. Miller Speaks
To IRe on Value
Of United Nations

MSGA Takes Steps
Toward Setting Up
Dorm Government

I
I
I

I

YN

I

I

- Forum to Present

English Economist
Next Monday Night

Junlor
. CJ ass t Sponsor
'She
k BaII' Fn°day
I Ipwrec

Red Cross Unit Sets Up

Five Groups on Campus

Philadelphia Doctor
Presents Program
At Pre-Med Meeting

I

Discussion of Domestic and Political Problems Features Rally

I
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EDITORIHL
Food for Thought
Deci ion reached at a meeting held Friday afternoon in MI'.
James 1\10rl"ison's office can offer to each of 1I who eats in the
UI' 'inns dining hall "food for thought," both lit.erally and figuratively.
At a m eeting attended by Floyd Justice, MSGA president, Mary
McPherson , WSGA president, Dan Bomberger, headwaiter, Mr. Morrison,
and your author, represcnting the Weekly, important changes were
agreed upon rOT t11c kitchen, but at the same time stress was laid on
the important part students must play in making such changes
effective.
Beginning;I'u day morning, coffee will again be available in
the kitchen from 8:45 to 10 a.m. Thi popular privilege was abused
la t year by the tudent, who were 0 careless that the. practice
could not be continued. Now the pl'ogram will be uncler the supervi ion of the t.udent council, who will halt the practice if students
do not cool>erate in keeping the kitchen clean and orderly.
Changes will al$o become noticeable in the meals themselves.
Seconds on milk are to be available at every meal except Sunday noon;
peanut butter will be available every noon; and catsup and mustard
will be available at.all times. Chipped beef and fish will be discontinued,
and parsley will be climinated from soups. Waiters will be asked to
return food that is not being consumed at their tables so that more
seconds will be made available in this manner.
Th.e e al'e but some of the many changes that were discussed
at the meeting; pace does not permit the enumeration of all of
them.
Along with the attempt of the kitchen to adjust itself to the wishes
of the majority of the students, however, must come cooperation with
the kitchen by the students. How can any of us expect cooperation
from the kitchen if we go on inconsiderately showing bad manners and
immature conduct? And this is not an academic question, either. In
the first place, it is the obligation of each student to get to meals on
time. This is not only an obligation, but a practice that can produce as a direct result better food. ,Meals are served during the week
at 7: 15 a.m., 12 :05 p.m., and 6 p.m. Doors are open from 7: 10 to 7 :20
fOT breakfast, from 12 to 12 :05 for lunch, and from 6 to 6 :05 for
dinner.
Fm'thermore, we should be considerate of the waiters and
waitresses. Think of what an improvement it would be for everyone concerned if we would stack the dishes at every table? And
that is our duty. Think of what an improvement it would be if we
I'efrained from all foolish conduct in the dining rOOms and eliminated useless spilling of coffee and things of this nature. And this
is our duty.
Manners at the table have steadily degenerated during the past
several years; let's reconsider-they do have some benefit, do they not?
After all, college graduates are supposed to exhibit good table manners.
Let's quality for this characteristic. This is our duty.
The important thing to note about friday's meeting is that
it was the first in a series of meetings of the group, which decided
to meet at regular intervals in the futw·e. At these meetings the
food situation will be discussed, student opinions aired, and changes
made.
In ~ine with this arrangement, people who wish to register complaints,
comphments, or comments should contact a member of the student
councils, the headwaiter, or your author. These people will then present
them at the meetings.
In our opinion this is in itself a large' step toward improving
not only the food situation, but also student-administration relationships in general. The kitchen certainly has indicated that it
is trying, and trying hard, to cooperate with the student body. Will
the student body now cooperate with the kitchen in carrying out
some of the above suggestions?
We as students who eat in the dining halls must always remember
~ha~ .we muSt .think of the situation corporately. Certainly not every'
mdlvldual deSlIe can be fulfilled; but the will of the majority can be
effected.
If we as students live up to such challenges we can expect
the kitchen to do the same; otherwise we cannot. That is food
for thought.

.. that the Ruby, our school yearbook, is named in honor of Ur.
Samuel Vernon Ruby, one of the fil'st professors at Ursinus.
. that the first editor of the Ruby was Robert Means Yerkes' who
during the First World War, was president 'of the America~
Psychologists association and who is a leader in his field.
that the class graduated from Ursinus in 1873 consisted of five men.
that the cornerstone of Bomberger hall was laid on June 25 1891
~nd the building was dedicated in June one ~ear later and ~amed
In honor of the first president of Ursin us, Dr. John H. A.
Bomberger.

HLVMNI

~
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SOCIETY

Fink-Hahn
Elizabeth T . Hahn '49 and Richard D. Fink
'48 were married this summer in Morristown,
N. J . They are now residing at 207 Wynnewood
Ave., Lansdowne.

..

Witmer-Kraft
Mary Jan"e Kraft '50 became the bride of
William F. Witmer in st. Michael's Lutheran
church, Sellersville, recently. Mrs. Witmer is
teaching fourth grade at Hatfield Jr. Consolidated school.

• •

Yeakel-Allen
MY- and Mrs Robel t S. Patton, of Wyncote,
have announced the engagement of their daughter, Doris P. Allen, to Nelson Yeakel '48, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson W. Yeakel, Norristown.
Mr. Yeakel is a social sLudies teacher at the
Collegeville-Trappe high school and is completing work for a master's degl'ee at the University ot Pennsylvania.

From the Files
This week in 1902 the Ursin us football team
defeated Swarthmore 16 to 10.
This week in 1920 Ursinus College held a fiftieth
anniversary celebration with over 1200 people
attending .
This week in 1935 the Senior Class prepared "A
Bill of Divorcement" for Senior Week.
This week' in 1945 it was discovered that the enrollment .included 132 men and 402 women.
(Lucky guys).
This week in 1945 marked the end of customs
and the following prayer echoed over the
campus:
• The Freshmen's Prayer
Now I lay my banner aside
By no more rules should I abide,
'Cept those by lawful te~chers made,
To give us knowledge and gainful aid.
No noon time meeting to help digestion,
Please let me make my own suggestion
On the shade of green I wish to wear,
And the style and ribbons for my hair.
Mayn't I put makeup on my face?
That shine on it, Oh my disgrace!
Don't take this prayer as a complaint,
'Cause after all I'm not a Saint!
Amen.

With a bumper crop of cold days setting In,
perhaps we ought to talk about the weather ...
were reminded of the seasons this week in History 21 class when Dr. Miller called on Mr. Winters, only to find that the gentleman's name was
Sommers . . . but we can't fall for things like
that .. . we should spring our own jokes ... we
certainly had our share of accidents on campus
this week ... first the Ruby photographer came
down with appendicitis and then Joanne Hitchner fractured her jaw in the JV hockey game ...
hope they both recuperate quickly . . . talking
about sports, the Lincoln soccer squad which performed so ably in subduing a good Ursinus team
5-4 this week, has an interesting background ...
Only two of the players are Americans . . . two
are from the British West Indies, and the rest
from Nigeria ... they showed much evidence of
the training they had received in Africa, where
soccer is the major sport . . . all of them plan
to go to grad school, and then return to their
native countries . . . they like this country,
except for its segregation.
DONKEY SERENADE
Lloyd George was once making a public
speech when sonte heCkler in the audience shouteu:
"Listen to 'im! And to think that his father
used to drive a wagon led by a donkey!"
Lloyd George, who was a very able man on
his feet, quickly replied:
"You are right, and today my father and the
wagon are gone. But I see that we st111 have the
donkey with us!"
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Bud Buchanan is Official Doughnut"Maker
by Mary Yost '52
That classic question, "How does a doughnut
get its hole?" can only be answered by Bud
Buchanan, official doughnut-maker of Ursinus.
Bud turns cook twice a week and each Tuesday and Thursday makes from 80 to 100 dozen
doughnuts for breakfasts. Any cook would scoff
at his workjng hours, from 3 a.m. to 8 a .m., but
Bud wants his pastries to be really fresh.
There's no slaving over a hot oven for this
cook. It seems .that these days there is even
a machine that will make doughnuts. First Buchanan mixes the batter in a huge bowl; the
recipe calls for 40 pounds of flour for each batch.
The battel' is poured into a tank in the machine
and compressed air forces it into doughnutshaped molds. The contents are then dropped
Into a tank of hot fat and soon the round pastry
emerges from the machine, a finished product.
Each process takes eight seconds.
Bud lets the doughnuts dry, then rolls them
in 4x sugar, using ten pounds for each batch.
They are now ready to be served.
Being this modern kind of cook has only one
drawback, Buchanan asserts. Like a Rube
Goldberg contraption, when one thing goes
wrong in the machine- bedlam breaks loose, and
the doughnuts are apt to come out looking
either like a wet marshmallow or a charred
fried oyster.
How does the cook like his own cooking?
"Ugh! After making the eleventh doughnut of
the ninety-ninth dozen, the hole Is the only
appetizing part," he admits.

Antiques Are Prime Hobby
Of Mrs. Donald Helfferich
Students who visit Super House will sooner
or later eye furtively or gaze openly at the
articles of one size and another which comprise'
the furnishings of the reception room. This
interesting assortment is part of the collection
of Pennsylvania-Dutch antique.\> owned by. Mrs.
Donald L. Helt!erich. Encouraged by her fatherin-law, Mrs. Helfferich started her collection
about seventeen years ago.
The antiques were only a hobby until 1938,
when Mrs. Helfferich was requested to give a
talk on Pennsylvania-Dutch art. This first talk
was the starting-point for a series of speeches
extending through Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Interest grew and more requests were made
for the talks. With the growing demand an arrangement was made for taking admission, the
proceeds of which were turned Into the Nora
Shuler Helfferich Scholarship for women students at Ursinus.
In giving her talks, Mrs. Helfferich showed
- exemplary antiques which today rest quietly in
the reception room. illuminated baptismal and
birth certificates, hand-woven linens, quilts,
samplers and the ever-famous Dutch pottery are
among the objects used as illustrations. One of
Mrs. Helfferich's most interesting antiques Is the
foot-warmer which was filled with hot coals and
used in church.
Keeping company with Mrs. Heltferich's
Pennsylvania-Dutch dowry chest (now a table),
dough trough (now a coffee-tray) and all the
other pieces, are more formal rooms finished in
the Victorian style. Mrs. Helfferich has a clock
with wooden works, a Victorian feather-andflower filled glass dome, handsome Victorian
furniture and a unique shadow-box containing
hair of !'lve generations of Helfferichs. Her collection also boasts many pieces of glassware, including spatterware and a Stiegel bottle.
Antiques, then-particularly PennsylvaniaDutch antiques-are one of Mrs. Helfferlch's
prime interests and they have a place in nearly
every room in the house.
SMALL STEAK
A man telephoned his butcher and inquired
about getting a dollar's worth of sirloin steak.
"Certainly," answered the clerk. "We 'have
some very nice steak. Shall we deliver it?"
"Yes, I wish you would," was the reply. "And
if we aren't home, just push it through the
keyhole."
FEATURE STAFF - Jeanne Stewart '52, Jack
Young '51, Clara Hamm '52, Emil Schmidt '51,
Sally Canan '53, Doris Fite '52, Doug MacMullan '53, Richard Heetor '53.
SPORTS STAFF - Paul Jones '52, Jean Heron
'51, Ralph Ziegler '51, Bill Heltlerich '51, Jean
Leety '52, Ed Klein '52, Roy Foster '51
BUSINESS STAFF
ADVER:l'ISING MANAGER - - Fred Geiger '51
CmCULATION MANAGER - - Jean Rinear !51
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS - Beverly Tuttle
'51, . Harry Markley '52, Eftie Siegfried '51,
Marilyn Joyce Miller '51
.
Entered December 19, 1902, at Collegeville, Pa., a8 second
Class Matter, under Act of Congre!ls of March S, 1879
Terms: $2.00 Per Year: Single Copies, 10 Centa
Member of Intercollegiate Newspaper Auoclatlon
Middle Atlantic Statu
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Outstanding Ursinus Graduate Honored
At Recent Pennsylvania Week Luncheon

CURTAIN CLUB

i0N

THE

SHEL~ES

by Robert Jordan '51
Among the library's recent acqui- drifted into unconventional ways
sitions are several volumes of more when he grew older and began to
An Ursinus graduate of 1892, Mrs. of 1892. As a result of twenty years
than passing interest.
drink a good deal more than he ate
Harry Greaves, founder and prin- of teaching in the Overbrook School
A
new
reference
book
particularHis healt.h, of course, did not. bene
cipal of the Royer-Greaves School for Blind she decided that there
1o1y valuable to writers and to those fi~ by thIS treatment, and FIrbank
for the Blind, Paoli, was named one was no place for the retarded child .
who read a great deal is A Diction- dIed before he reached the age of
of pennsylvania'S twelve most dis- I in the ordinary school for the blind
ary of Slang and Unconventional forty.
tlnguished women of 1950 at t~e and she has spent the last twenty~
English. Written by Eric Partridge,
The five novels were written be
pennsylvania Week luncheon In five years building up an instituwho is a well-known philologist, tween 1919 and 1934 and boast a
Philadelphia.
tion which would allow the retardthe dictionary is in its third edi- most peculiar assortment of char
selected from 125 candidates ed chi tl to develop. The school, 10tion, revised and greatly expanded. acters. Mrs. Yajnavalkya from Val
nominated by 225 women's groups, cate~ ~:m the South Valley Road,
The material has been culled from mouth is a fascinating study
these women were named "Dis- Paoil, IS the only one of its kind on
a great many sources among among others, of an Eastern mas
tinguished Daughters of Pennsyl- the continent.
speakers of British, American and seuse with a sense of humor and
vania" for their personal achieveOn the 13 acres of school ground
South African English-in sum, an artful way of getting off epi
ments and their busy and produc- at Paoli are three large buildings
from all English other than stand- grammatic speech. The Prancmg
tlve lives which have contributed wher~ ~pproximately 40 pup~
ard and dialectal. The dictionary, Nigger and The Artificial Princess
most to their communities. Mrs. rangmg m age from seven to twenwith ample cross-references, is are continental and full of rapid
James H. Duff, wife of the Gover- ty years live in a home atmosphere
made up of slang, cant, colloqulal- subtle and often caustic conversa
nor, presented to ~ach Of. the hon- and attend daily classes on a schisms,
solecisms,
catch-phrases, tions. The Eccentricities of Cardored women a speCIally mmted gold edule like any other school.
nicknames and vulgarisms. Noth- ina) Pirelli are colorfully recounted
medal symbolic -of their selection.
Proving that the lack of opporThe Rev. Alfred C. Bartholomew ing has been spared to make this in papal surroundings with the
Mrs. Greaves, known in Chester tunity is the primary cause for
county as Dr. Jessie Royer Greaves, children without sight being re- professor of rural chureh at th~ work as complete as possible-not appropriate reflections on characwas one of two women in the class tarded, Mrs. Greaves and her facul- Theological Seminary of the Evan- even those delicate little four- ter. The quotation with which Firty have taught children co-ordina- gelical and Reformed church at letter words not ordinarily found bank introduces The Flower BeLancaster was awarded a doctor of in any work of reference.
neath the Foot is from st. Laura de
tion.
An old member of the classic lit- Nazianzi and is well adapted to the
The other eleven guests of honor philosophy degree Oct. 14 at Drew
are: Pearl S. Buck, Bucks County; University's annual Founder's Day erary staples, The Complete Short tenor of th.e tale: "Some girls, a;,e
Stories of Saki, has been placed on born orgamcally good; I wasn t.
Mrs. J. Edward Durham, Jr., Lehigh exercises.
There is always present in these
Dr. Bartholomew received his the library shelves in a new volCounty; Mrs. Lyman D. Gilbert,
Dauphin County; Miss Mabel L. bachelor of arts degree from Ur- ume. Introduced by Christopher five novels of Firbank an element
Gillespie, Allegheny County; Miss sinus in 1939, and the degree of Morley, this Viking Press edition of grotesquerie, but a consistently
bachelor of divinity from Lan- presents all 136 of H. H. Munro's attractive one- "attractive" in its
While the actors in "Dusty Halo", Elsie Singmaster, Adams County;, caster Seminal'Y in 1942.
delightful stories about Reginald, literal sense; that is to say that
Sarah
D.
Lowrie,
Philadelphia;
Miss
the Senior musical, are getting in Miss Violet Oakley, ,Philadelphia;
The subject of his doctoral re- the Chronicles of Clovis, Beasts it has a great "pull toward."
the mood for heaven and "the Mrs. Arthur Hoyt Scott, Delaware
other place", those valuable people, County; Dr. Florence Barbara Sie- search was "An Interpretation of and Superbeasts and the rest.
Novelettes Are Unusual
French Club to Present Program
the committee heads, are working bert, Philadelphia; Mrs. John F . the Evangelical and Reformed
Unusual in the line of fiction is November I at Studl'o Cottage
hard to present a stupendous pro- Stanwell - Fletcher, Susquehanna church In a Changing American Soa collection of novels-novelettes,
duction. The audience for the County, and Mrs. Barclay H. War- ciety."
actually, by Ronald Firbank, most
The French club will present a
phantasy, to be given Nov. 10 at burton, Philadelphia.
8:30 p.m. in the T-G gym, can exof whose life was spent traveling in musical program at Studio cotEurope and the Near East with oc- tage on Wednesday, Nov. 1, at 8
pect to see novel stage settings
p.m. William Fairweather and Roband unusual llghtipg effects, as Chesterfield Announces Contest
casional
to his
land. Thevisits
Ubral"Y
has native
a new Engcopy ert Jordan will render a few piano
well as well-planned costumes and
For Campus Ph0 tograp hers
of Five Novels by Ronald Firbank. selections including several folk
make-up.
Campus camera fans are being
In the election held Thursday
The settings of these novels and tunes. Following these selections
The committee heads, all seniors,
are as follows: staging and light- offered a $50 inducement to change for two freshmen representatives the characters found in them are the group will sing several popular
ing, Joseph Beardwood; pl"ompter, an avocation into a vocation in a to the Men's Student Council, Jay quite different from those in the French airs including "La Vie en
Nancy Brasch; costumes, Eleanor new college contest announced re- Kern '54 was elected and a tie vote writings of Firbank's contempor- Rose."
Anyone interested in French muJones; publicity, Gerald Donahue cently by Campus Merchandising was cast for the other post. Those aries; . the types depicted are due,
tied for Council representative are probably, to the egregious and Bo- sic is cordially invited to attend
. and Roger Dreschler; program, Bureau of New York.
Mabel Faust and James Johnson;
Wainwright Diehl '51, Chester- Jack Popowitch '54 and AI John hemian sort of life which Fir- the program.
business, Robert Moorhead; dil"ect- field Campus Representative, has '54. The run-off election for the bank led. As a child he had sufing, Emile Schmidt and Nancy posted contest rules in prominent other representative will be held fered a sunstroke while traveling
Dig wilh Ihe DtJliny Team
Bare; make-up, Susanne Deitz location on campus and can answer Thursday at 12 :30.
in Egypt and was left in a rather
all inquiries. All entries will be
Bertram Rearick '51 was also precarious state of health. He
and music, Aubre Givler.
Atlantic Gas & Oils - Lubrication
considered for future Chesterfield elected Thursday as the Day Stuadvertising and the winning photo- dent representative to the Men's
Lee Tires - Exide Batteries
Canterbury Club Sponsors
grapher will
receive
national Student council.
Towing - Calso Gas - Auto Repairs
Minor Repairs
Series of Talks on Marriage
recognition both for himself and
WILL'S SERVICE STATION
FRANKS' ATLANTIC SERVICE
campus.
F. Willis DeWane
Sixty MinI/II'S 01 Fight
The Canterbury club discussed hisPhotographers
have a chance to
Charles Franks, Prop.
Main
st.
&
Third
Ave.
the nature of courtship at its suomit a series of three photo460 Main st. ph. 2371 Collegeville
Collegeville, Pa.
meeting Monday night, Oct. 23, in
of student models taking
Phone 2641
the Library. The Rev. Mr. Platts, graphs
the Chesterfield Mildness Test:
sponsor of the club, is conducting
(2
miles
below-Norristown)
a series of talks on the various as- "Open 'em; Smell 'em; Smoke 'em."
C-T BARBER SHOP
Gates open 6:30
peets of marriage. These discussions Pictures should be taken on camLANDES
MOTOR
CO.
Ladies' Hair Cuts
2 Shows Nightly - 7 & 9 p.m.
wlll be continued at the future pus, and poses should duplicate
meetings of the club, the next meet- those appearing i~ the current serWagner Building
FORD SALES and SERVICE
ing being scheduled for Nov. 6.
ies of Chesterfield' ads in the Special Halloween Show TUES.
5th & Main
Collegeville
The highlight In the fall semes- Weekly. Entries, gl~s.sy pr~nts (eithCollegeville & Yerkes, Pa.
"MUMMY'S GHOST" and
ter activities of the Canterbury er 5x7 or 8xl0), wl~l be J~dg.ed on
Club was its dinner held at. st. p.hotogra~hy techmque, leploducFrom a Snack to a
"SON OF DRACULA"
James' church, Evansburg, on Oct.' bon qualIty,. ~.ccurate illustration
Full Course Dinner
11 for all Episcopalian students at and adaptabIlIty for advertising
KENNETH B. NACE
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
Ursinus. Mr. Harris, chaplain of purposes.
RAHNS GRILLE
Complete Automotive Service
- DOUBLE FEATURE ------the University of Pennsylvania,
Seafood on our menu daily
"STROMBOLI"
spoke on the topic "Christianity V to Present Series of Speakers
5th Ave. & Main st.
Phone: CoIl. 2551
Television
with INGRID BERGMAN
and Communism".
In lieu of Emphasis Week
Open every day
Collegevllle, Pa.
and "LEAVE IT TO HENRY"
Instead of the Y's practice in
SOPHOMORE CLASS MEETING
previous years of planning a ReFRIDAY & SATURDAY NITES
The Sophomore class, at a meet- ligious Emphasis Week, this year's
MEET and EAT
ing last Wednesday noon, discuss- cabinet has decided to concentrate DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
ed an Apache dance to be held on the religious emphasiS program in
AT THE
"YELLOW SKY"
Friday, Nov. 17, in the Thompson- a few outstanding speakel's thrwith GREGORY PECK
Gay gymnasium. Members of the oughout the term.
class Signed up for committee
The Reverend E. G. Harris, chapCOLLEGE DINER
- Second Big Hit membership with Jacqueline Priest- lain of the University of PennsylFirst Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville
"TUCSON"
er, Activities Committee chairman. vania, will speak in this capacity on
Special entertainment will be pro- Wednesday, Nov. 8, in Bomberger
Never Closed
vided by the committee in charge. chapel. His topic will be announced in a later issue of the Weekly.
"MYK" TO ADDRESS PAC
Norri8town
PERSONAL SUPPLIES
Myk Saporoshenka '53 will speak EXPERT SHOE REPAm SERVICE
MON., TUES. & WED.
-JEWELRY
-BREAKFAST
to the Politlcal Action commission Lots of mileage left in your old
-SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LANA TURNER in
shoes-have them repaired at
of the Y on his experiences in Europe this Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. In
"A LIFE OF HER OWN"
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
the ealJt wing of the library.
(Opposite
American
Store)
Special
preview Wed. Night at 8:30
Myk Is a native of the Ukraine
SUPPLY STORE
Collegevll1e
in addition to regular show.
and served in the Russian army Main street
during the second world war.
THURS., FRI. & SAT.
A. W. Z I M MER MAN
ROSICRUCIANS TO MEET
JUDY GARLAND & GENE K~LLY
Jeweler
The ROSicrucians, women's hon'''SUM,ER STOCK"
339 Main st., Collegeville
!lr 8oclety. will hold its first meetin technicolor
"Cross road of the campus"
Iilg this year Wednesday at 5: 15 WATCH & CLOCK REPAIRING
J).1D.. lp. Bomberger room 4. The
atoUP will lay definite plans for
"Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of .••
:ltI annual .fall reception for new
Norristown
and for those who have
the necessary average
MON., TUES, & ~ED. NlTES
last semester.
JOEL McCREA in
COLLEGE CUT-RATE
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Supplies - Glassware
"SADDLE TRAMP"
5TH & MAIN STREET
Notions - Cards
Catering to
in technicolor
The Curtain Club will hold a
compulsory meeting Tuesday
night at 7:30 p.m. in Bomberger
chapel. President Emile Schmidt has announced that any
member, new or old, who is not
present at this meeting will be
drop ped from the club. Following the organizational meeting
the groups will meet. One group
will feature a make-up demonstration and another will have
a lecture on staging and lighting.

Alumnus Awarded
Doctorate by Drew
On Founders' Day

Committee Heads
Further Work
For "Dusty Halo"

MSGA Fl'lls Two Posts·,

Kern, Rearl'ck Selected

R.-dge p.-ke Dr.-ve In

NORRIS

~L

II

GRAND

LAKESIDE lNN

OOLLllOEVJLLB

AND GIFT
"8 MaID Street

SHOP

CoUelevUlf. PI..
IODa C. 8Cbatz

PAUL N. LUTZ, Manager

THURS.. FRI. & SAT.
ROBERT TAYLOR in

"DEVIL'S DOORWAY"

Banquets

-

Deitch

Private Parties

-

Social Functions

Phone LInfield 2933
ROUTE 422 - LIMERICK
Reichelderfer & "Bud" Becker, Props.
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Hockey Team Falls
To Bryn Mawr, 2-1;

JV Belles Tie, 2-2
Scoring once in each half, Bryn
Mawr defeated the Ursinus varsity by a 2-1 count last Wednesday
on the victors' field. Marge Merrifield, freshman left wing, scored U1's inus' lone tally in the :first half.
Ursinus played a defensive game
during the first half, later going on
the offensive. Theil' play marred by
many fouls, the Belles broke
through the strong 1}ryn Mawr defense when Merrifield drove for a
score, ending the first half at 1-1.
Probably the finest play of the
game was made by Nancy Vadnar
when she backed up goalie Jean
Leety on what would have been a
sure goal.
Left inner Blackwood and center
fOl'ward Thompson scored for Bryn
Mawr to give the home team the
margin of victory. The Ursinus
jay-vees tied, however, with Sally..
Lumis and Marion Kurtz scoring
in the first stanza.
Pos. Ursinus
Bryn Mawr
LW Merrifield .......................... stone
LI Boyd .......................... Blackwood
CF Rittenhouse ............ Thompson
RI MacKinnon .................... Ketzel
RW Spencer .......................... Kimbal
LH Hunter ........................ Inglahart
CR Keyser- .............................. Albert
RH Woodruff ...................... Perkins
LF Vadnor .............................. Howell
RF Hooper ........................ Woodruff
GLeety ........ ...... .............. Mulligan
Substitutes: Ursin us - Syvetson,
Reeser.
Scoring: Ursinus-Menifield 1;
Bryn Mawr-Blackwood 1, Tbompson 1.
Ursinus ........... ............. 1
0- 1
Bryn Mawr
..
...........
.....
1
12
• • • • •
Pos. Ursinus Jv.
Bryn Mawr JV
LW Reigner ......... .......... ......... Reigal
LI Kurtz .............................. Merritt
CF Landis ............... ..... ............. Muir
RI Kirby ................................ Parkel'
RW Hitchner ...................... Simpson
LH Seifert .............................. Rogers
CR Lumis ........................ Townsend
RH Cilley...................... McCormick
LF Unger ............................ Merrick
RF Rapp ................................ Savage
G
Christian ...................... Jackson
Substitutes: Ursinus - Daniels,
Parent, Haines; Bl'yn Mawr- Herter,' Yarnall.
Scoring: Ursinus-Kurtz, Lumis ;
Bryn Mawr- Parker 2.
Ursinus ........................ 2
0-2
Bryn Mawr .................. 1
1-1
Ursinus - F & M Series
Year
1894
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902

Ursinus F & M
...................... :..... 0
.......................... 10
.............~ .............. 0
............................ 0
............................ 5
.......................... 16

76
10
18
6
6
0

t~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::"2~

2~

1911 ........................... 11
6
1912 ............................ 7
13
1914 ............................ 6
6
20
. 1915 .......................... 13
1916 .......................... 21
7
1917 .......................... 31
0
1919 ............................ 7
0
1920 ............................ 7
9
1921 ............................ 0
41
1922 ............................ 0
42
0
1923 ............................ 3
1924 ............................ 0
27
1925 ............................ 0
20
1926 ....................... ... 13
7
1928 .......................... 12
0
1929 ............................ 0
18
1930 .......................... 19
0
1931 ............................ 7
6
1932 .......................... 16
6
1933 ............................ 6
0
1934 ............................ 6
0
1935 ............................ 0
59
0
1936 ............................ 0
1937 ............................ 0
7
1938 ............................ 2
40
1939 ............................ 0
40
1940 ............................ 6
12
1941 .......................... 13
14
0
1942 .......................... .. 0
1943 ............................ 0
21
1944 ............................ 0
26
1944 ............................ 2
0
1945 .......................... .. 0
7
1946 ............................ 7
28
27
1947 ............................ 0
1948 ............................ 6
34
1949 ............................ 6
27
Ursinus won 16, F & M won 26;
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GRIDIRON GREATS

WRESTLING
All old and new wrestling
candidates report Lo coach
Wieneke in Room 5, Bomberger,
on Tuesday. Oct. 31, at 12:30.

by Bill Helfferich '51

I

JOHN LAW '51'
FRANK SCIRICA '51
DON STAUFFER '51
Johnny is LhaL waLch-charm
"Chkky" Scirica, chunky halfBurly Don Stauffer, first string
guard wearing numbel' 16 on his back, was one of the Bear's big fullback, is one of the heaviest men
back. AlLhough diminutive for a hopes fat this season. However, in the Bear backfield. Don tips the
guard <170 pounds), he can lick his fate intervened and in pre-season scales at 170 and has legs like truck
weight in wildcats and has more scrimmage "Chick" sustained a pistons. His performance against
"guts" than a tight-rope walker. serious knee injury.
Swarthmore will never be forgotJohnny has played four years with For the past three season "Chicky" ten. He "lugged the leather" twice
the Ursinus Bears and although has set Patterson :field "on fire" into paydirt and was a big factor
the team has seen four bJeak sea- with his running, but since his in- in the Bruin victory. This is
sons, John has stuck with it all the jury Chick can only "eat his heart "Stauffs" last year with Ursin us
way. Playing both center and out" waiting to play. However, he but it promises to be his greatest!
guard, John is one of Ray Gurzyn- has taken such good care of his
In addition to his football prowski's most valuable utility men and limb that he might play several ess he is also captain of the basehas helped tremendously this year games before the season is over. ball team. Don was president of the
on "the Destiny team".
We sincerely hope so!
I junior class, is a member of the
John graduated from Upper
In addition to football, "Chick" Varsity club, a staunch APE memMerion High school but didn't start is president of ZX fraternity, bel' and assistant sports editor of
foolball until he arrived on cam- I president of the Newman club and the Weekly.
pus. In addition to football he is a a Varsity club supporter.
------member of Zeta Chi fraternity and
- - --Sixty iUillutcs of Fight
the Varsity club.
Dig willi IlIr Dl'Jliny Tram
------Founded 1698
Established 1701

F..& M to Provide
Strong 0 PPOSI·t·Ion
For BrUIn
· EI even I
The gridders of Ray Gurzynski
will invade a foreign field for the
second time in two weeks when they
travel to Lancaster this Saturday
to engage the Diplomats of Fl'anklin and Marshall college. In F & M,
the Bears will meet an aggregation
that compares with any opposition
Ursin us has faced in recent years.
The Diplomats, who have won their
first five starts this season, have
not only a high-scoring team but
also an almost impregnable defense.
I
F & M's coach, Woody Sponaugle r
is rather pessimistic about the upcoming game with the Bears, however, as he fears that along about
this time his Diplomats may be a
bit over-confident. The F & M
series is one of the oldest on the
Ursinus card, dating back to 1894.
In that span the two teams have
played 46 games, with the Dips
holding a 26 to 16 edge. Four games
have ended in ties.
Bruins May Upset
Although F & M has predominated the series in recen t years, the
Bruin eleven has thrown more upsets at the Diplomats than any
other team on the Blue and White
card. this has been especially true
in a year such as this when the
Dips are riding the crest of a win-

ning streak. The Bears have alQUINNIES LUNCHEONETTE
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
ways been tough in this kind of a Fountain Service Tasty Sandwiches
"Oldest Hotel in America"
season for F & M, ~nd you can bet I Hot Platters _ Hamburgers
Banquets & Parties
your Army-Navy tIckets the lads
.
Private Dining Rooms
from UC will make it mighty Juke Box Dancmg - TV & Q Ball
rough in F & M's attempt to pro- I Ridge Pike
( 1 mi. E. Collegeville) Phone 9511
Collegeville, Pa.
tect their env.iable record.
Open tU 1 a.m.-Fri, Sat, Sun. til 2
"FOOD FOR ALL TIMES"

I

FISH LOCK'S
Radio « Television

I

Sales & Service
216 MAIN ST., COLLEGEVILLE
Phone: Collegeville 6021

--

Eat Breakfast
I
-at"THE BAKERY"

I

Collegeville
473 Main Street

MINNICK'S RESTAURANT

W, H.

GRISTOCK'S SONS

and Soda Fountain
Main Street
Trappe, Pa.
Closed all day Monday

COAL,
LUMBER
and
FEED

For twel ve years /
Ursinus men have had Claude
cut their hair

CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP
Phone: Collegeville 4541

313 Main Street
Closed Wednesday afternoons

::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

E;,joy your 0.9arelie! Enjoy truly -fine toLacc.o
both pe~l mirdness and rich
taste in one great ciga(~ - Luc~ Strilce!
~ combj"es

Perfect mildness? You bet, Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any 'other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine topacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. J3e Happy-Go Luckyl

tied 4.

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Control your cash with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Depostt Box.

LS./M.F.T.-Luc:ky Strike I't1eans f!~!..~~
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Bears Beat Seahawks 25-6 to Continue Surge
Ooops ---:- Missed

r

Fischer Paces Grizzlies
With Long Scoring Runs

The Brui n juggernaut continued to roll Saturday when t he
by Ford Bothwell '51
growling Bears tore into Wagner College at s taten Island and racked
You can thank a big, rugged
up a decisive 25-6 victory over the Seah awks. It was the Collegeville
Bruin line for presen t ing us wit h a
cleven's second straight triumph a nd t h e first win over Wagner in
day off, the first football holiday
th e series which began in 1948.
in many years around this camAfter falling behind 6-0 early in th e game, t he Bears spurte d late
pus. For if ever a forward wall
played a bruising game of footand overtoo k the Seah awks behind t he brillian t r unnin g of h a lfback
ball, the Bears did on Saturd~y at
Bill Fischer, who uncor ked r uns of
staten Island.
I
I
. LINEUPS
85 and 66 yards fo r t h e visitor's
The Ul'sinus buckfield perform- ,
Ursinus
first two tallies. Then , in t he fourth
ed as admirably as ever, but Wag- I
En ds - Walker , Sharpe, Mewing, quarter, with t he outcome of the
ner had some fine backs too. They
Feulner , Swett, Sella.
game still in t he balance, Don
had a potent one-two punch in I
Tackles- R. G. Da vis, Ehnot, Boyer,
Paul Perfette, deadly freshman
Young and Pa ul Dough ty both lugCurt is, Laffer ty, Webb .
passel', and Milt Grosz, 200-pound
Gua rds- Law, Buch ana n, Bennett, ged the leather across the double
steamrolling fullback. But Wagner
Fry, Ander son, Reich, Meunch, stripe to assure victory for t he
just couldn't get· their offense rollRadell.
visitors. Fullback Milt Grosz scoring against a hard-charging team.
Centers- Lintner, Helfferich.
Unidentified Lincoln l>layer steals ball from Bears' Roy Foster
ed
the Seahawks lone tally.
Again and again it was the maulBacks- R. J. Davis, Young, Fischer,
in soccer game Wednesday afternoon. Lincoln won , 5- 4.
ing Bruin linemen who broke
Bears Punt
John, Glick, Dougherty, Roberts,
through to stop the Seahawks in
Miglio , Poore, McCleary.
In the first quarter Ursinus
their tracks, rushing the passer
Wagner
took the kickoff but couldn't gain ;
every time he faded back to toss I
0
EndsValles,
Brown, Silva, Babi- so they punted . When Wagner
and teaming up to stop the runners
tican, Tosi, Schick, McDonald.
before they could get past scrim0
00
couldn't gain against t he rushing
Ta ckles- Fleming, Kullmer, Salvamage.
Bruin line, which played havoc
tore
,
Henry,
Dente.
_
The Collegeville fans who made
Ursinus Rally Falls Short
Garnet Romps Over Bears
Guards Norlander, Roehrich, with the Seahawk's offense the enthe trek to Grymes Hill were wellWeisner, W. Mummer, Chamber- tire afternoon, they were forced to
rewarded, for they saw a Bruin
In Close 5=4 Loss to Lincoln
For 10=0 Rout on Home Field
lain.
.
I
kick. 'Fhe Bea rs blocked the punt
aggregation well-heeled in fundaThe Lincoln College soccer team
Winter is on its way, and maybe Centers- Prester, Lichtman, Epnas. and were set up for business on
mentals. It is indicative of fine
coaching when a team tackles held off a fourth period rally to the Bears should have gone into Backs- Winkler, Perfetti, Lauro, the loser's 36. The Grizzlies drove
Leonard, Kenyon, Gurney, Johcleanly and blocks sharply, as the hand Ursinus its third straight de- I hibel'nation instead of journeying
to the 15 on two first downs with
ansen , Marti, Grosz, Serra.
Bears did on Saturday. Wagner feat on Price field Wednesday. Lin- to Palmer field , Swarthmore, where
Ursinus .............. 0 6 6 13- 25
the running of Fischer and Al
wouldn't even have scored if they coIn, who has a 5-1-1 record so far I the Garnet romped to a 10-0 vicWagner .. ........ .... 6 0 0 0- 6 MigIio, but at that point they were
hadn't intercepted one of Gene this year, was out-played through- tory Saturday.
Scoring: Ursinus - Fischer 2,
Swarthmore completely dominGlick's aerials in Bear territory and out the second half, but Ogba
halted and Wagner took over.
uncorked a 23-yard pass of their Okorie's third period tally proved ated every aspect of the game, both Young, Doughty; Wagner-Grosz.
Late in the same quarter one of
Point
after
touchdown
:
Ehnot
(U)
.
the
clincher.
offensively
and
defensively
and
the
to
be
own to set up their only score.
Gene Glick's passes went awry, and
Egbert
McNeil,
Lincoln
center
Bears
never
even
got
so
much
as
Otherwise our defense was imPaul Perfette intercepted on the
penetrable. . As for the blocking, forward, paced the victors with a a decent snot at the goal. If one
Ursinus 47. The Seahawks scored
just look at Bill Fischer's two scor- total of three goals. The Bears member of the Ursinus eleven were
three first downs and drove to the
ing runs. You don't spring a back took an early lead on Joh~ Edle- I to be singled out for having played
one', mainly on a slick pass play
loose for long jaunts like those man's score in the first penod, but a good game, it would be "Rip"
from the freshman Perfette to Bob
when the blocking isn't perfectly the vI:>it.ors came back to score two Christensen, whose great sa ves
Winkler. Milt Grosz, hulking 200goals 111 that quarter and two more kept the SCOl'e from being much
tImed.
pound fullback, took one shot at
Fischer Ran Wild
in the next frame, after which they more lopsided than it was. He made
A strong Albright team marred the goal, missed it, but bulled over
were never again headed.
32 saves.
AgaInst Wagner the Bears used
H
L' ht
tt d
I' th
on his second try . Joe Lauro missed
the T formation very effectively.
. arry ~g ne e. a goa .111 e
The parade started at 3: 20 of the Horace Ashenfelter'S debut at the
th
thlrd penod, but It was 111 the first quarter when George Place helm of the Bears' cross-country the extra point try, and the Gry~~~gPI~~~k~l~C~~~ : i~ape~~ w;~~ fourth w~en the l~cal booters rea~ly I got a goal. In the second period squad by taking a 17-40 victory last mes Hillers led 6-0.
Things looked brighter for the
Seahawks had a 6-0 lead in the came to life. After Don H:tzel sllc- I Arabia.n center forward Ali Yasir Friday in the first meet held on the
visitors in the second quarter when
second <ruarter when Bill Fischer ed ~ tally for the ~akelmen, the tallied twice and Place once. Carl Ursinus campus in many years.
The Reading harriers, who had Don Young ran back a Wagner
took a handoff from Gene Glicl~ ~ru~ns kept the bal~ 111 enemy ter- ISpack, inside left, made two goals
and literally exploded through the l'ltory most of the tIme. ~en Mam- and Yasir one in the third quarter. previously beaten Gettysburg and punt 38 yards, but a clipping penleft side of the line. As he hit the mel caged the final S~OI e, but the 'Place scored twice more in the Muhlenberg, and lost to Franklin alty called it back. Wagner then
secondary, the 170-pound halfback losers threatened untIl the final, final period and Dick Hall, substi- and Marshall, took the first four intercepted another Glick pass,
places in Friday's meet.
gun
wh,ich was deflected, on the Bear
cut to the right, picked up block- p . U .
L'
I tuting for Yasir, put one into the
Charles Zellner finished first in 48. The losers drove to the 10,
os.
rs.mus
IDeo n net.
G
ChrIStensen ................ Johnson
ing and raced down the sideline.
20: 42. ire was traned by Dave Ful- where Young intercepted an aerial
Fat a moment everyone in the
Of dil
JV's Lose
mer, Frank Houser, and Rock and sped back to the 15.
stands held their breath as the RF Ely................. ........ .... .......
0
e
The junior varsity squad . made Tashel.
Fischer Scores
Wagner pursuers closed in, but ~he i~ ~!~ki~·~b~·~g".· . . . . . . . . . .·. . ."·A~~~~~~ a trip to Hill School last Friday
Scheirer Places' Fifth
g
On the first play Glick handed
egs churnm OH Light .... ............................ Lemeh and were defeated 3-1. Curt Framb~rivin~ thalfbaCtk, ld
Paul Scheirer led the Ursinus the ball off to Fischer, who was
lIke pIS ons, au race everyone 85 LH D
N bb' ees scored the Cubs' lone goal.
squad, finishing fifth, immediately stopped trying to buck the left side
yards to pay dirt. In the second OR Muncan l· .. ·.... ·.. .. ·.. ·, .... ·O
.. ·k Waf ~
with
Haverford
at
Next
game
is
ahead of teammate Gerald Bar- of the line. Glick called the same
half it happened again on the first
dal mme ....................
0oroka ~l home next Saturday.
play from scrimmage. Fischer took IR E themann ........................ M Non.el Pos. Ursinus
Swarthmore rett.
play, but this time it wasn't stopCoach Ashenfelter reported satis- ped. Fischer blasted through the
another hando ff , but as he hit the CILF HArt ulr ........ .... .... ............ ·G· Cd ~I
line it looked '~s if he wouid be
e ze .......... ................ 00 WI~ G
Christensen ... .. ...... .. ...... ..... Pott faction with the team's perform- line, .cut back and raced down the
stopped. But the ' hole opened, OLursFI.nosutser...·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. 1·.. ·..0.. ""1Nk2-ak40bl LF Meckelnberg ................ A. Lewis ance in its first meet of the year. sideline. No one laid a hand on
RF Ely.. .................. .. ...... .... A. Lewis More work is what is needed, he him, and the speedy back went the
Fischer slashed through and was
Lincoln ........... ..... .. 2 2 1 0- 5 LH Duncan .......................... Swayne ~~d.
• route. Johnny Ehnot's placement
Scoring: Ursinus-Light, Mam- CH Arthur .... ...................... ...... Clark
off to the races, this time for 66
The harriers have a meet with was wide, and the score was deadyards.
mel Edlemann Hetzel' Lincoln- RH Tait .. ........... ......... ......... ... Carroll Haverford Friday.
locked.
Young Broke L!H»se
McNeil 3, Okode, Good~in.
LO Foster ........ .................. .. Wilmott
Statistics
Ursinus took the kickoff to open
Although Fischer's runs were the
Lincoln subs: Ochuba.
LI Edleman ............................ Spack
Zellner, Chas. (A) ............ 20:42
the second half, as Bob Davis ran
most striking feature of the game,
CF Light .................................. Yasir
Fulmer, Dave (A) ............ 21: 19
it back 12 yards to the 34. On the
some other backs broke loose for HOW OUR OPPONENTS FARED RI Hetzel ........ .. ................ ........ Place
Frankhouser (A) .............. 21: 19
first play Fischer again hit the left
sparkling gains. Don Young was as
RO Mammel ... ................... Smocker
Rocktashel (A) ........ ........ .. 21 :34 side, found a hole and skipped the
hard to stop as ever. Besides scor- F. & M. (Nov. 4)
Subs: Ursinus-Davis, Frambes;
Scheirer, Paul (U) ............ 22:14
distance in a carbon copy of his
ing once, he made a 36-yard dash
Lebanon Valley .................... 13-7
Swarthmore-Surjo, Weiss, Ruhl,
for another touchdown in the third
Johns HopkIns ................... .. 20-14
Hall.
Barrett, Gerald (U) ........ 22: 28
previous scoring play. This made
quarter, which was nullified on a
Dickinson ................................ 7-0
Flammer, Dick (A) ............ 22:29
it 12-6 after Ehnot missed the
Scoring: Swarthmore - Place 4,
clippIng penalty. And he put on a
Western Maryland .............. 25-0
Donahue, Don (U) ............ 22 :48
point.
Yasir 3, Spock 2, Hall.
beautiful exhibition of broken field
Albright .................................. 14-0
Gruber, Jack (U) .... .......... 22 :48
Loomis Intercepts
running in the second quarter when
Swarthmore ........ .................. 41-0
Long, Don (A) ................ .... 22 :51
Ursinus ...... .. ...... 0 0 O. 0- 0
In the same quarter Will Loomis
he took a Wagner punt on his OWD ADELPHI (Nov. 11)
Hoopes, Ray (A) ................ 23:17
Swarthmore .... .. 1 3 3 3- 10
grabbed one of Perfette's tosses on
30 and weaved through most of the
Bridgeport .......................... 25-12
Zeigler, Ralph (U) .. .......... 23 :37
the Wagner 47, and the visitors beSmith,
Joe
(U)
..................
24:30
Seahawk team to their 32. As usual,
N. Y. Aggies .......................... 35-0
gan to drive. When they reached
numerous tacklers had shots at him
Albright ................................ 6-45
Odenheimer, Bob (U) .... .. 25 :01
the 36, Young went all the way, but
but he either spun away or sideKings Point ....................... ..... 9-6
Cumpstone, Don (U) ........ 25:27
a clipping penalty hauled it back
Albright ...... .. 1 2 3 4 7-17
stepped them. Again the play was
Arnold .................................... 13-6
to the 22. Doughty fumbled on the
nullified due to a penalty, but even SUSQUEHANNA (Nov. 18)
. 1
Ursinus ........ 5 6 8 9 12- 40 ' 18, and Al Tosi recovered for the
so, Young looked great. You just Lycoming .............................. 27-0
The Ul'sinus- Gir]s' Field Hockey
Seahawks. Perfette's running and
BRUIN FOOTBALL RECORD
have to see this halfback perform
Wagner .................................... 6-0
team traveled to William and Mary
passIng moved Wagner to the Bear
to bel1eve some of the things he ·Johns Hopkins .................... 0-34
college in Williamsburg, Virginia,
Drexel...... ...... ..... ..... .. ........ 0 - 20
32, where they lost the . ball on
does, and even then you don't.
Juniata ................................ 12-19
this week-end, to defeat their hostHaverford ........................ 12 - 20
downs after Joe Walker, Bruin end,
Fullback Paul Doughty played
C.C.N.Y ..................................... 7-6
esses, 5-0.
.
Dickinson ........... ............... 6 - 39
threw passer Sal Mitri for a loss.
well, especially his U-yard rusl1
A more experienced team than
Swarthmore .. ...... ............ 35 - 14
In the final stanza Young took a
around left end for our last touch- afternoon. Guard Steve Mue'n ch theIr opponents, the Belles, howWagner ............................ 25 - 6
Wagner punt on his own 35 and
down. Once he turned the end Paul ran }ike a fullback when he Inter- ever, exhibited their best hockey
78 105
ran it back to mid-field. A penalty
didn't receive mnch blocking so he cepted a pass in the fourth quar- so far this season. Audrey Rittenagainst the Seahawks moved the
used sheer speed to reach pay dirt. ter and ran 20 yards to set up our housc and Adele Boyd each count- Pos. Ursin us
W. & M. Bears to the loser's 34. , Two first
Glick called a nice game at quarter, final score. It took more than one I ered twice while marion Kurtz I LW Merrifield
Stone downs moved it to the 11, and on
and11 Al Miglio· and Bob Davis ran man to br1ng Steve down too.
I
d
tl I t
1
f th game a LI B d
·
..
·
......
·
....
··
..
,··
....
score
Ie as goa a
e
oy ...... ............ ........ ...... Sa ca11s last down Young shot around right
Our ends were exceptionally few minutes before the
final , CF Rittenhouse .................. Bennett end from the six. He made it and
we .
Linemen Played Bang-up Games strong with DIck Sharpe and Bob 1 whistle.
RF Spencer ............................ C. Bell the score read 18-6.
But most of the share of this Swett offensively and Ed Sella deBoth teams displayed excellent I RW Mackinnon .................... Bozartt In tl1e closing minutes a Pervictory goes to tliat line. There are fenslvely. Sharpe pulled off one of spirit. Wllliam and Mary, although I LH Hunter ................... ... Haabestad fette pass was intercepted by steve
too many to list - Ehnot, Reich, his patented circus catches and on the defense the majority of the CH Keyser .............................. S. Bell Muench, on the Seahawk 40, and
Davis, and others, but they all play- Swett presented a constant threat , game, remained a constant threat RH Woodruff ........................ V. Bell the guard lumbered 20 yards. Young
ed bang-up games. Whenever a to the Wagner defense. Freshman every minute.
'-'
LF Vadner ........................... Holmes raced eIght yards to the 12, Fischer
crucial situation arose they were Sella ;layed a stand-out game,
Next week-end the Belles will RF Hooper .............................. HIcks picked up one and Doughty hopped
there to meet it. BllJ Helfterlch nailing paaser Perfette for losses I' compete in the annual all-college I GLeety ............................ Warfield around left end for another TD.
played a fine game on the line be- several times tnroughout the con- tournament held at Swarthmore
Subs: Ursinus-Kurtz, Lumls; W. This time Ehnot split the uprights,
sldes gett1Dg off beautlful punts all test.
college.
'
I & M.-8ni1fen, Huffman, Knabbs.
and the game ended at 25-6.
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Big 11-40 Victory
Over Bear Harriers
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I Philadelphia Orchestra to Give

By 1',<; Bachman '53 spoke on "The Concerts at Academy of Music
Will 01 God" at V('spel's last night
The Philadelphia orchestra, Euin Bomberger chaprl. Joanne Heckman '52 led the serviee, and Siew- gene Ormandy, conducting, will
:ut '53 played several piano selec- pres en t concerts at the Academy of
Music on Nov. 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 17, 18,
tions.
24, and 27.
'TUDENT HAVE HOLIDAY
The program for Nov. 3, at 2:30
p.m., and Nov. 4, at 8:30 p.m., inUrsinus students enjoyed a foot- cludes Handel: Suite from the
ball holiday today as a result of the "Water Music," arranged fot' full
25-6 victory over Wagner Satur- orchestra by Eugene Ormandy:
day .
Creston, Symphony No.3, Op. 48 "The Three Mysteries," and BeethFour Frats Institute
oven, Concerto in D major, Op. 61 ,
• (Continued rt'om page 1)
for violin and orchestra. Zino FranThursday, Zeta Chi.
cescatti is violin soloist.
Rosters of fraternity memberThe Nov. 6 concert, which will
ship were not available.
begin at 8:30 p.m., includes Brahms,
Symphony No. 1, in C Minor, Opus
68, and Beethoven , Concerto in D
major, Opus 61, for violin and orW(' t Chester tate Teacher Col- chestra.
lege- Parents' Week-end, October
IRC to Sponsor
28 and 29, was h eld at West Chester state yesterday and Saturday
(Continued from page 1)
and was highlig'hted by a soccer majority ever amassed in this disgame with East StEouds burg'; a trict.
play, "John Leaves Mary ," presentHe is a member of the Banking
ed by the Little Theater Players ; and Currency committee, and afand open house for parents and ter the Korean War broke out he
friends of the. tudents.
became the outspoken advocate of
• •
Bernard Baruch's proposal to clamp
New Jersey College for Women~ ceilings on prices and wages and
The N.J.C. annual Home-coming fQr to rush all-out mobilization of Amalumnae introduced freshmen to erican defenses and industrty.
the extra-cunicular activities of
the college. After several welcomSixty Mil/llfeJ, 0/ Fig'"
ing addresses, a tug-of-war between the sophomore and freshmen was held and a picnic enWEEKLY WRITERS
joyed by students and friends.
.. ..
Please note that the meetings at which assignments will
Moravian College - The highbe given out have been changwater mark of the freshmen oriented this week to Tuesday at 12 :30
ation was reached when the frosh
p.m. and 6:30 p,m. because of
paraded through the streets of
Monday's "football holiday."
Bethlehem wearing pajamas, ties,
and dinks.

On Other Campuses
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Ilfaiten Erste Versammlung
Des Deutschen Vereins

MSGA Takes Steps
(Continu ed from page I)

college and the student body. SecAm 18. Oktober nach dem Ord- ondly, it will give students a
nungsrufe del' neuen Prasidentin greater amount of self-government.
Fraulein Effie Siegfried flng die Since elect.ion to the Intra-Dorm
erste Versam mlun g des deutschen council is by dorms rather than
TUESDAY, OCT. 31
Vel'eins im Musikzimmer an. Frau- classes, the representative will be
I£'in Siegfried legte ungefahr zwolf much closer to each student, and
Chess Club, .8 p.m., S-3
SLudenten einen kurzen Jahresp'lan in that way the intra-dorm counIRC, Rep. Kunkel, 7:30 p.m.,
vor. Diese l' Plan und einige Vorsch- cil will be the most representative
Chapel
lage von verschiedenen Mltgliedern body on the campus.
Weelly, 12 :30 p.m.
English readings, 7 p,m., Library wurden von allen herzlich einge- I The Student council also tried
nommen. Man erwartet davon zum three persons accussed of taking
Weekly, 6:30
ganzen Jahre hubsche und interes- I part in a water fight at Derr Oct- '
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1
sante Unterhaltung.
Versamm- abel' 19 at about 11 p.m. The three
Class Meetings, 12:30 p.m .
lungen werden monaLlich zum jed- were charged with destruction of
Y Cabinet, 4: 15 p.m.
en Mittwoche im faculty room satt property, since water liaked from
Y Commissions, 6: 45-8 p.m .
finden. Wenn Sie deutsch konnen , the third floor , where the fight took
French club, 8: 15 p.m., Library
treiben. oder nul' interessant find- place, to the second floor. All three
en, sind Sie zu jeder Versammlung pleaded guilty and were sentenced
THURSDAY, NOV. 2
herzlich eingeladen.
to three hours work with Mr. GodVarsity club, 12 :30 p.m .
Nathan der Weise
shall.
Demas, 6:30 p.m., Bomberger 5
MiLglieder des deutschen Vereins
Sororities, 6:30 p.m.
werden am 1. Dezember das Hedge- Discussion of Problems Features
Music Org., 6:30 p,m.
Music Club, 9 p.m ., Bombet'ger 2 row Theater besuchen, urn Lessings
(Continued from page 1)
Nathan .den Weisen 'zu sehen. stuJames Herbsleb, faculty member,
FRIDAY, NOV. 3
dentenblllets werden am 1. Dezem- acted as moderator of the meeting
Hockey, Penn , away, 3 p.m.
bel' zum Verkauf angeboten. Wenn and of the short question period
Shipwreck Ball, 7:30-10 :30 p.m., Sie gern mitgeh~n mochte~, bi~te which followed.
gym
geben Sie Fraulem Effie SIegfrIed
Ihren Namen.
SATURDAY, NOV. 4
Sororities on Campus Open
All-College Hockey, Swarthmore
(Continued from page 1)
Dr. Miller Speaks
Soccer, Haverford , home, 2 p.m.
Football, F and M, away
Spencer, Beverly Tuttle, J oan Ver(Continued from page I)
hence, we need a world organiza- berg, Donna Weber.
SUNDAY, NOV. 5
Tau Sigma Gamm a: Nancy Ba re,
tion.
Vespers, 6:10 p.m., Chapel
In concluding Dr. Miller main- Nancy Brasch, Alice Boyer, Jean
MONDAY, NOV, 6
tained that the UN must make Cilley, Martha Daniels, J ean Heron,
Korea a shining example to the Janet Hunter, Marian Johnson,
Weekly, 6:30 p.m.
rest of the world. He also said that Eleanor Jones, Marjorie J ustice,
MSGA, 7: 15 p.m., Library
collective security is not the final Betty Keyser, Joan Kirby, Ma rion
Debating society, 12 :30 p.m.,
answer, but a Federal Government Kurtz, Barbara Landis, Thelma
Bomberger 7
of Nations is. However, the collec- Lindberg, Marian Matteson, Mary
Newman club, 6:45 p.m.
tive security we are now seeking is McPherson, Marilyn J oyce Miller ,
Alpha Phi Omega, 5 p.m.,
the only bet for a secure founda- Betty Rilling, Virginia Wilson, JoBomberger
anne Woodruff, Nancy Vadner.
tion for world peace.
Cub & Key, 6:30, Library
Forum, Wilford King, 8 p.m.,
Bomberger
Sixty Mi7luteJ 0/ Fig/It
Dig willi tIle DntillY T tam
MONDAY, OCT. 30

MSGA, 7 :1 5, Library
Debating soriety, 12 :30 p.rn.,
Bomberger 7
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BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM
... you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,
because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM
. .. you have no unpleasant after-taste.
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give' you - that's why millions of
smokers say: THEY SATISFY.

